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8. Classifier Ensembles for 

Changing Environments

8.1. Streaming data and changing environments.

8.2. Approach 1: Change detection. An ensemble method

8.2. Approach 2: Constant updates. Classifier ensembles 

•Use dynamic combiners (horse racing): experts are 

trained in advance and only the combiner changes

•Re-train the individual classifiers online

•Change the ensemble structure (replace the loser)
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B1 B2 B3 B4

Streaming data

Instance or batch data

one batch at a time

one instance at a time
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Examples of Streaming data with changing concept

Filtering spam e-mail: 

• spam today may not be spam tomorrow (holiday deals)

• spammers learn new tricks

• the same message may be spam for user A but not for user B

Approving bank loans:

• social and demographic circumstances of the clients change

(e.g., younger people are applying for loans, university degree 

is declining in value) 

• financial market changes (e.g., inflation, unforeseen 

disruptions of domestic and global economy)

4
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Difference between streaming and non-streaming data

1. Access to one observation at a time (or one batch)

2. Each observation is seen only once

3. Each observation has to be processed in constant time

1. Instant access to any observation in the data

2. Unlimited number of times an observation 

may be seen

3. No limitation on the processing time

Note: EM and other iterative algorithms are designed for non-

streaming data
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What is concept change ?

afterbefore after

common misconceptions

novelty = outlier

novelty = highly improbable class

novelty or concept 
change is always 
related to time

6
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What is concept change ?

Noise

time

Abrupt

time

Gradual

time

Blip

time
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and 

ignore
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classifier

do not 

register

novelty
noise

seasonal, 

demographic, 

habitual

hidden 

context

intrusion,

human error,

anomaly

natural

variability
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What  can change ?

Concept change (concept drift, concept shift, population drift) is a 

change in any of 

prior probabilities 

class-conditional pdfs 

posterior probabilities

unconditional pdf

)(),...,( 1 cPP ωω

)|(),...,|( 1 cpp ωω xx

)|(),...,|( 1 xx cPP ωω

)(xp

Changes in the priors or the pdfs may lead to 

changes in the posterior probabilities and 

the unconditional pdf. But not necessarily...

8
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What  can change ?

prior probabilities )(),...,( 1 cPP ωω

0.99/0.01 0.50/0.50

Example: epidemic spread of a disease – symptoms do not change,

only the prevalence (priors) do.
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What  can change ?

Example: User preferences in document retrieval. The documents 

come from the same general pool (same p(x)), only their labels 
(relevant/irrelevant) change.  

class-conditional pdfs )|(),...,|( 1 cpp ωω xx
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What  can change ?

Most often – changes in both prior probabilities and class-conditional 

pdfs. Therefore p(x) and P(ωi|x) change too.

Floating or migrating class distributions (changes in the class-

conditional pdfs)

Changes in the feature relevance (changes in the class-

conditional pdfs)

Prevalence change (change in the priors)

Appearance of new classes (change in the whole problem; hence 

changes in both the priors and the class-conditional pdfs)

Types of changes with respect to WHAT can change:
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1. Change  detection – an ENSEMBLE approach

1.1.1.1. What can it be based upon?

1.2.1.2. Do we use labelled or unlabelled data?

1.3.1.3. How do we detect a change?

1.4.1.4. Why ‘detection ensembles’?

1.5.1.5. What happens after we detect a change?

12
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I. What can change detection be based upon?

1.1. Approximating probability distributions. Threshold on the likelihood 
of the new data with respect to the assumed distributions. 

1.3. Examining Feature relevance. Looking for differences in the 
importance of features or combinations thereof.

1.4. Monitoring model complexity. Change in the number of rules in rule-
based classifiers or the number of support vectors in SVM classifiers may 

signify concept drift. 

1.5. Running error rate. Monitoring the running error rate of the online 

classifier/ensemble.

1.2. Detecting parameter shift. Evaluating geometrical differences in the 
class parameters, e.g., cluster centres.

V. Chandola, A. Banerjee, and V. Kumar, Anomaly Detection - A 

Survey, ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 41(3), 2009
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When will change detection from unlabelled data be useful? 

More sensitive to error. When change in the distributions can 

be detected early to herald a future error change.

Label delay. The labels are not available at the time of 

classification but come with a substantial delay.

Missed opportunities. The chance to improve the classifier 

may be easily ignored if only labelled data is used for the 

change detection. 

II. Labelled or unlabelled data?

The most natural criterion for change detection is an increase of 

the running classification error

14
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III. How do we detect a change? 

(We estimate the False Positive Rate = Ndetections / Nnegative_seen)

15

Shewhart

p1 p2

time
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III. How do we detect a change? (Labelled data)

16
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Simple idea:

Estimate a cluster structure from data and monitor 

changes in the cluster means or cluster density

= which is a version of = 

Model the n-dimensional density and evaluate the 

likelihood of a sample in a moving window

III. How do we detect a change? (Unlabelled data)

17

before change after change

An example

An ensemble for change detection from unlabelled data can be 

constructed by putting together detectors with different parameter 

values.
t – threshold

M – window size

K - number of clusterswe chose to 

vary these

2, 3, 4

5, 10, 15, 20, 25

15 detectors in total = 15 ensemble members

Unlabelled data

IV. Detection Ensembles

18
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estimated from the streaming data
= nearest cluster’s mean and covariance matrix

t - threshold

M – window size

K - number of clusters

parameters of the algorithm

III. How do we detect a change? (Unlabelled data)

at streaming observation k
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IV. Detection Ensembles
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IV. Detection Ensembles

, average of 100 experiments)

number missed

out of 100

experiments
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V. What happens after a change has been detected?

Retrain the classifier off-line using the latest window of 

observations. (How far back?)

Change the training parameters of the online classifier 

(e.g., learning rate, window size)

Revise the ensemble structure/parameters/combination 

strategy, etc.

Classifier

Detector

x

true label

1

predicted label

2

3

4

22
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Labelled data

unlabelled data

Classifier
x

true label

1

predicted label

2

3

4

detector

Combine and more combine…
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Classifier 1

Detector 1
x

true 

label

Classifier 2

Detector 2

predicted 

label
Combiner

Asynchronous detection

Combine and more combine…

24
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2. Constant updates - ENSEMBLE approaches 

2.1.2.1. Single online classifiers

2.2.2.2. Remember to FORGET

2.3.2.3. ENSEMBLES: Use dynamic combiners (horse racing): 
experts are trained in advance and only the combiner 

changes

2.4.2.4. ENSEMBLES: Re-train the individual classifiers 
online

2.5.2.5. ENSEMBLES: Change the ensemble structure 
(replace the loser)

2.6.2.6. Combine and combine more…

25

•Rosenblatt’s perceptron (not single pass through data, not any-time-learner) 

•Decision trees  VFDT (Very Fast Decision Trees),  Concept-adapting VFDT, to 

accommodate changing environments [Hulten01]

• Naïve Bayes – updates the marginal probabilities with each new data point

• Neural Networks – capable of on-line learning (ARTMAP)

• LVQ (Learning Vector Quantization)

• Nearest Neighbor = Instance Based Learning (IB1-IB3 models 

[Aha91,Salganicoff93])

• Online SVM [Tax03,Zhang05, Bordes05, Karatzoglou05, Ertekin06]

• Online LDA (PCA)  - in image processing – leads to online nearest mean 

classifier

• Online LDC (shortcut to the inverse of the common Σ, and a learning rate to 
ensure forgetting)

• (Linear) Winnow [Grove01,Carvalho06,Wang06]

Single online classifiers (can be used in ensembles as well)

26
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DensityDensity--basedbased forgetting

Older data points can be more useful than newer points.

For example, in on-line k-nn we delete training points 

depending on how many times they have been referred 

to as the nearest neighbour. Each point has weight 

attached to it. It may decay with time and also be 

updated by the frequency of calls to this point. 

constant rate

variable rate

TimeTime--basedbased forgetting

ErrorError--basedbased forgetting

In some online k-nn methods (IB3), an accuracy record is 

attached to the data points in the reference set. The 

points are likely to be forgotten if their accuracy is low.

F
o
rg
e
tt
in
g
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Update the combiner

1/3 Dynamic Combiners (Horse-racing approach)

28
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Majority vote algorithm [Littlestone & Warmuth, 1994]

1. Train the classifiers in the ensemble D1 ,…, DL. (Pick your friends who are 

experts in horse racing) Set all weights to 1, wj = 1/L, i = 1, …, L. Choose β
∈ [0,1].

2. For a new x (new race), calculate the support for each class as the 
sum of the weights for all classifiers that voted for that class. (Take all 
expert predictions for your chosen horse. Sum up the weights for those experts that 
predicted a win and compare with the sum of weights of those who predicted a loss.)

Make a decision for the most supported class (bet or abstain).

3. Observe the true label of x (did your favourite win?) and update the 
weights of the classifiers that were wrong using

Normalise the weights and continue from 2.  
jj ww β←

Not retrained!

COMBINER Retrained

29

Winnow algorithm [Littlestone 1988]

1. Train the classifiers in the ensemble D1 ,…, DL. (Pick your friends who are 

experts in horse racing) Set all weights to 1, wj = 1/L, i = 1, …, L. Choose β
∈ [0,1].

2. For a new x (new race), calculate the support for each class as the 
sum of the weights for all classifiers that voted for that class. (Take all 
expert predictions for your chosen horse. Sum up the weights for those experts that 
predicted a win and compare with the sum of weights of those who predicted a loss.)

Make a decision for the most supported class (bet or abstain).

3. Observe the true label of x and update the weights of all the 
classifiers if the ensemble prediction was wrong.

Normalise the weights and continue from 2.  

“Learning simple 

things really 

well” [Blum95]

30
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1.0

0.3

Winnow

Weighted Majority

STAGGER data – 3 classifiers (one “ideal” for each stage)

31

Online mixture of experts

LiDP i ,...,1   ),|( =x

Correct or wrong?

Update the 
combiner

Train 
the 
expert

32
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Update the training sets (some or all of them) with each new  x

2/3 Retrain the individual classifiers 

(online updates with forgetting)

33

T1

Using data blocks (“chunks”)

T2 T3 T4

34
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T1
T2

Filtering 

Pasting small votes [Breiman, 1999]

1. Take the first N data points to train D1. Set i = 1.

2. Filter the points coming next so that Ti+1 consists of N points, 

approximately half of which would be misclassified by 

the current ensemble. 

3. Continue from 2.

Note: We need to take care of the forgetting mechanism explicitly.

35

3/3 Change the ensemble structure

36
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Replace the oldest [Wang et al, 2003]

Remove the “oldest” classifier and replace it by a newly trained 

one on the most recent “chunk” of data.

Replace the loser [Street & Kim, 2001]

Use a “quality score” for each classifier in the ensemble. Replace 

the classifier with the lowest score.

= A soft version of Winnow

37

swap labels of 2 randomly chosen classes

2. Simulation using real data

testing

training

online

o
n
li
n
e

1000sample from “Online”

error progression

Evaluate the total error (mean)

Experiment - idea Gradual changes can also be 

simulated by manipulating 

the features.

38
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center trajectories

Experiment - simulation
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The 3 competitors

Single classifierSingle classifier

1. Start with a random 

classifier

2. Get x. If incorrectly 

labeled, retrain the 

classifier using the 

last 20 objects (when

available)

WinnowWinnow

1. Start with a random 

ensemble. Initialize the

weights (equal)

2. Get x. If incorrectly 

labeled, update all 

weights

Winnow+Winnow+
Replace the loserReplace the loser

1. Start with a random 

ensemble

2. Get x. If incorrectly 

labeled, update all 

weights as in WinnowWinnow

3. Replace the worst 

classifier by a newly 

trained one as in Single Single 
classifierclassifier

40
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One run

N = 50
(points from each

fixed position)

L = 30 
(classifiers)
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6
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ERROR
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Winnow

Winnow+RL

Theoretical Single
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One run

N = 20
(points from each

fixed position)

L = 30 
(classifiers)
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0

2

4

6
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Total sum of errors (∝ area under the curve)

Single = 20.07

Winnow = 19.59

Winnow+RL = 13.81

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0

0.5

1

ERROR
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ERROR (average of 50)

Winnow + RL

WinnowSingle
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Strategies for building classifier ensembles for changing environments

“Horse racing”  

approaches

Updating the training 

data 

Changing the ensemble 

structure 

majority vote

winnow

mixture of experts

update the combiner

reusing data
online bagging/boosting

filtering
pasting small votes

using “chunks”

replace the oldest

replace the loser

Summary

46
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5. Unsupervised classification when labels are not 

immediately available?

6. Active learning for streaming data?

1. How do we use the detected change point to 

resize the window?

2. A “landscape” of change detection 

methods?

Labelled

unlabelle

d

Classifierx

true 

label

predicted 

label

detector

3. Can we marry all the statistical, engineering, machine learning, Bayesian 

and heuristic approaches to change detection?

4. What if data comes not as iid but, e.g., as a time series?

7. Real benchmark data and benchmark experimental protocol for online 

classification?   

What next?
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The Joke
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Question time!

PROBLEM: Are you paying attention?

1. You are running in a race. Just before the finishing line you 

overtake the runner in the second position. In what position will 

you finish?

Second!

2. You are running in a race. Just before the finishing line you 

overtake the last runner. In what position will you finish? 

You can’t overtake the LAST runner, you silly!...
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Classifier Ensembles

8 hours of lectures

In each lecture (in addition to the course material):

a photo from North Wales, UK

a challenge (puzzle, problem to solve, question)

a joke

a reference to look up

Congratulations! You survived
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